
 
 

 
 
‘LOOK AT ALL THE LOVE WE’VE FOUND: A TRIBUTE TO SUBLIME’ DVD / CD  
 
 
SUBLIME truly were one of those natural, eclectic and instinctive bands that truly transcended 
genres and merged all kinds of styles with the greatest of ease. They are simply a band that 
cannot be ignored…so few bands mange to crack genre-barriers so effectively because it takes 
some serious song-writing to be able to pull that shit off successfully without running the risk of 
becoming a laughing stock. Even if people don’t cite Sublime as anywhere near their favorite 
bands, they still like a at least a song or two and that’s a great achievement as stated in this 
tribute DVD that they were a community-based band and at their early shows you’d get punks, 
skinheads, cholos, black gangsters, frat kids and Asians all together in a warehouse and what 
other bands could do that? Sublime are a band that truly deserve a tribute because Bradley 
brought the raw and soulful sounds of Tenor Saw, Eek A Mouse, Tappa Zukie, Yellowman and 
Barrington Levy to a brand new and young audience and that’s the side of Sublime I love…which is 
so strange because I’m 110% punk rocker but it’s their development of this rootsy reggae style 
that I love. This DVD collects artists from all kinds of genres together- which is very fitting given 
Sublime’s free and varied approach- presenting their take on Bradley and Sublime’s music 
including a solo acoustic performance from Bargain Music, trebly surf from The Ziggens, 
Unwritten Law, hip-hop from Living Legends and Blackalicious, legends Fishbone do their take on 
‘Date Rape’ with tons of brass and Los Lobos do a great version of ‘Pawn Shop’. It’s amazing to 
see what an impact Bradley and Sublime had on these artists involved here are as Bob Forrest 
talks about the open-mindedness of Sublime’s music, the possibilities and the looseness, Murs 
talks about how they appeal to everyone without being contrived with authentic ghetto energy and 
not a suburban interpretation of rap and most involved revere the self-titled record as Sublime’s 
masterpiece with Murs even saying that it’s on a par with Frank Sinatra for our generation…what 
else can you say? A DVD like this just underlines the importance and achievement of Sublime’s 
work and Bradley’s free-thinking. This package also comes with a bonus CD featuring a bunch of 
stuff not on the DVD including Brain Failure, Chuck D, Dr. Israel, Bedouin Soundclash and Mystic 
Roots Band. 


